
The Yellow House by Sarah M. Broom 
 
A memoir that centers on Broom’s family home in New Orleans East that spans 100 years. She’s 
continually drawn there even after it was destroyed by Hurricane Katrina. It’s an examination of issues 
that are sill confronting us today: racism, greed, and the survival of the working poor. 
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No, But I Read the Book 

Listen Up 

The Goldfinch by Donna Tartt 
 
Told over the course of a decade, The Goldfinch revolves around the tumultuous upbringing of a young 
man who, after losing his mother as a teenager due to a terrorist attack at an art museum, has to deal with 
a subsequent chain of increasingly unpleasant (but life-defining) events: Stealing a painting by Carel 
Fabritius from the museum after the bombing, moving to Las Vegas with his alcoholic dad, and financially 
supporting himself thanks to the seedy underbelly of the art-forgery community. He might not know it yet, 
but all of these moments might be preparing him for something even bigger. (vulture.com) 

Creativity lives within all of us. Listen as Gilbert provides an explanation for the myriad of ways from 
which inspiration comes and the pathways to release our own creativity. 
 
Big Magic: Creative Living Beyond Fear by Elizabeth Gilbert 
Length: 5 hours 
Narrated by the author 

Read All Booked Up from home! Sign up for our email newsletter at windsorlibrary.com. 

A Top Pick of 2020 
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Spotlight on: Read a Cookbook 

 

Eight Flavors: The Untold Story of American Cuisine by Sarah Lohman  

As Lohman states in her introduction, “history has a flavor.” Certain ones evoke certain times, 
and by tracking American ingredient trends, beginning with black pepper and ending with 
Sriracha, she tells the story of America, its cuisine, immigration, prejudice and more. Kirkus 
Reviews calls it "a tantalizing look at flavors of the American table that foodies will absolutely 
devour." 

 

The Inspired Vegan: seasonal ingredients, creative recipes, mouthwatering menus by Bryant 
Terry 

In the spirit of jazz jam sessions and hip-hop ciphers, The Inspired Vegan presents a collage of 
food, stories, music, and art. Bryant shares his favorite preparation/cooking techniques and 
simple recipes--basics to help strengthen your foundation for home cooking and equip you 
with tools for culinary improvisation and kitchen creativity. He also invites you to his table to 
enjoy seasonal menus inspired by family memories, social movements, unsung radical heroes, 

and visions for the future 

The Cooking Gene: A Journey Through African American Culinary History in the Old South by 
Michael Twitty 

A 2018 James Beard Foundation Book of the Year, The Cooking Gene weaves recipes, stories, 
historical documents, genetic tests, and travels through the South to tell the the story of Twitty's 
family and their multi-generational survival. He invites everyone to the table in an effort to heal 
and learn more about each other. 

 
Baking Chez Moi : Recipes from My Paris Home to Your Home Anywhere by Dorie Greenspan 

Greenspan draws on local and seasonal ingredients to include both contemporary and her 
take on traditional and regional specialties. Join her as she shares details of explorations 
throughout France and her visits to local markets in her effort to bring the world of French 
desserts to your kitchen wherever you are at home.  

 

 

Hallelujah! The Welcome Table : A Lifetime of Memories with Recipes by  Maya Angelou 

Maya Angelou has never shied away from telling stories about her life so it's only natural that 
some of those stories center around the table and the food that is served there. Join her in 
the kitchen and on her travels as she shares stories that might make you laugh or cry and the 
recipes for the foods to remedy almost any 
situation. 

 

 

Women in the Kitchen: Twelve Essential 
Cookbook Writers Who Defined the Way We Eat, 
from 1661 to Today by Anne Willan 

Explore the lives and contributions of 12 women 
who's recipes have transformed cooking. 
Biographical information is included along with 

lists of the seminal books each cook authored. Willan includes 
some of their original recipes and updated versions for today's 
kitchens.  
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Did you know that Nostradamus 

wrote prophecies and made jelly? 

His 1552 cookbook, Treatise on 

Cosmetics and Jam, contained 

recipes for sweets as well as 

remedies for the plague and 

beauty treatments. 


